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The purpose of this study is to examine the prevalence and diagnostic criteria of acute acalculous
cholecystitis patients at Gulhane Training and Research Hospital and investigate etiopathogenesis and
treatment outcomes. Filed data of all patients treated at the clinic for acute cholecystitis during 2016-2019
was analyzed. The demographic and clinicopathologic characteristics, diagnostic and operative parameters
and gallbladder histopathology findings of the patients were examined. The patients diagnosed with acute
calculous cholecystitis and acute acalculous cholecystitis was compared as 2 groups. Nine (4.6 %) of the
197 patients were diagnosed with acute cholecystitis and the rest with acute acalculous cholecystitis. The
mean ages of the acute acalculous cholecystitis and acute calculous cholecystitis groups were 64.9 and 57.3
y, respectively. No predisposing factors could be found in any acute acalculous cholecystitis patient. While
there was no significant difference between both the groups in terms of age, alanine aminotransferase,
aspartate aminotransferase, white blood cell count, gallbladder distension, gallbladder wall thickness, and
hospitalization duration, a significant difference was found in the acute acalculous cholecystitis group’s
pericholecystic fluid and C-reactive protein levels. Consequently, even if there are no predisposing factors,
clinicians should keep in mind that acute acalculous cholecystitis may be observed especially in patients
aged 60 y or above with presence of pericholecystic fluid and high C-reactive protein levels. In these
patients, if they are surgically suitable, early cholecystectomy would have positive prognosis.
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The possibility of occurrence of acute acalculous
cholecystitis (AAC) in the gallbladder was firstly
defined in 1844, which is accepted that this pathological
condition may be usually seen in the presence of
some predisposing factors[1]. It is known that AAC is
frequently prone to complications such as gallbladder
gangrene and perforation and has poor prognosis if it
is not treated early. Delayed diagnosis and treatment in
AAC cases that are hospitalized for different serious
medical conditions that do not show classical acute
cholecystitits (AC) symptoms lead to the emergence
of severe complications and high rates of mortality. As
medical treatment by itself is usually not successful in
treatment of AAC, application of early cholecystectomy
or percutaneous cholecystostomy is recommended as
treatment and cholecystectomy may be a challenging
operation for the surgeon (fig. 1)[2].
While it is accepted that AAC is usually seen in cases
of cardiovascular surgery, abdominal surgery, severe
trauma, severe burns, long-term hunger, long-term
total parenteral nutrition (TPN) application or sepsis,

there are a few studies in the literature showing that
AAC may develop without these predisposing factors.
Among AC cases, AAC has a rate of 1-15 % (Table 1)
[1-10]
. There are also several really rare infections that
cause AAC (Table 2)[11-22]. However, the incidence of
AAC in children is much more than the in adults with 50
to 70 %[5,23]. This is especially because of the childhood
viral infections and also it is relatively high due to low
rate of ACC in childhood[5,24].
Diagnosis of AAC is a topic of debate also. There is
no standardization for the diagnosis of AAC except
patient having acute cholecystitis without gallstones
and predicting this situation preoperatively is the main
problem for diagnosis of ACC[25]. Ultrasonography
is the gold standard for diagnosis of AC but has
limitations for the diagnosis of AAC[26]. There is no
AAC specific laboratory finding for AAC, which also
makes the diagnosis more difficult for the clinicians[27].
The laboratory findings of AAC may be similar to
laboratory findings of AC. The purpose of this study
is to examine the prevalence and diagnostic criteria of
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AAC patients at the Gulhane Training and Research
Hospital to assess its etiopathogenesis, clinical course
and outcomes by comparing ACC cases.
One hundred and ninety-seven patients who received
treatment at the Gulhane Training and Research
Hospital due to AC in the period of 2016-2019
were retrospectively examined. The AC cases that
satisfied all of the following criteria were accepted
as AAC. No gallstone at radiological imaging such
as ultrasonography or computerized tomography
despite having clinical AC findings, operative findings
compatible with AC and observing that there is no
gallstone. Histopathological confirmation of gallbladder
inflammatory findings. The demographical, clinical,
laboratory and radiologic findings of 9 AAC patients
with these criteria were evaluated and compared with
ACC patients.
The results obtained were compared to the data of 188
ACC patients. For the data consisting of 2 independent
groups and having a normal distribution, MannWhitney U test was applied by using SPSS v25 and
p<0.05 was accepted as statistically significance.
Within the 3 y period of the study, 197 patients
hospitalised with the diagnosis of AC at Gulhane
Training and Research Hospital were treated. Among
these, 9 AAC patients were determined. The male/
female ratio of the group with AAC diagnosis was 5/4,
while their mean age was 64.6 y (27- 83 y, Table 3).
Except for hypertension and complication-free diabetes
mellitus, no disease that would cause predisposition

TABLE 1: ETHIOLOGIES OF ACUTE ACALCULOUS
CHOLECYSTITIS
ETHIOLOGY OF AAC
Cardiovascular Surgery
Abdominal Surgery
Severe Trauma
Severe Burns
Long-Term Hunger
Long-Term TPN Application
Sepsis
DM
Malignant disease
Abdominal vasculitis
Congestive heart failure
Cholesterol embolization
Shock
Cardiac arrest
Prolonged fasting
Elderly patients
Idiopathic
AAC is acute acalculous cholecystitis, TPN is total parenteral
nutrition, DM is diabetes mellitus

TABLE 2: RARE ENFECTIOUS ETHIOLOGIES OF
AAC
Enfectious Ethiology of AAC
Salmonellosis
Fusarium species
Brucellosis
Giardia lamblia
Toxocarosis
Zika virus
EBV
HAV
HBV
HCV
Leptospirosis
Plasmodium Falciparum
AAC is acute acalculous cholecystitis, EBV is Ebstain Barr Virus, HAV
is Hepatitis A Virus, HCV is Hepatitis C Virus

Fig. 1: Partial cholecystectomy
Early cholecystectomy may be a challenging operation
for the surgeon that even the surgeon may apply partial
cholecystectomy due to not to injure ductal and vascular
structures of liver. In the figure partial cholecystectomy
is seen which remnant gallbladder is left back and sewn
right after
Special Issue 5, 2020

for AAC could be found among the patients. The
most frequent symptom of the patients was upperright quadrant pain, and cholangitis findings were not
observed in any AAC patients. Fever was determined
at the time of admission among 3 patients due to AAC.
In difference to the initial symptoms of AAC patients,
it was determined that the patients who visited the
clinic with ACC were admitted with several different
symptoms including nausea, vomiting, and radiological
findings of cholangitis.
All patients who were admitted to the clinic with
AAC were treated by cholecystectomy after medical
antibiotic and analgesic treatment. One patient received
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TABLE 3: DEMOGRAPHICAL, LABORATORY,
RADIOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL FINDINGS OF AAC
AND ACC PATIENTS. STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
DIFERENCE HAS BEEN FOUND BETWEEN
CRP LEVELS AND PERICHOLECYSTIC FLUID
PRESENCE
Results (mean)
Age (y)
WBC (x1000/mm3)
CRP (mg/L)
ALT (IU/L)
AST (IU/L)
Gallbladder wall thickness
(mm)
Pericholecystic fluid presence
Gallbladder distension
presence
Hospitalisation duration (d)

AAC
64.6
15.2
234.3
292.2
324.5

ACC
p value
57.3
0.128
14.3
0.590
119.5F 0.026
56.4
0.653
46.1
0.254

6.81

5.54

0.072

77.8 %

47.8 %

0.015

88.8 %

69.1 %

0.208

9.1

7.7

0.156

be applied (fig. 2). The physiopathology of AAC has
been aimed to be explained by contraction dysfunction
of the gallbladder due to ischemia or other reasons
resulting cholestasis, bacterial colonization, increase
of intraluminal pressure and potential gangrene/
necrosis development in the gallbladder due to severe
inflammation. The AAC development mechanism in the
gallbladder has been also experimentally demonstrated
with ischemia-reperfusion injury studies. The most
frequent colonization occurs by enteric bacteria such
as Escherichia coli, Klebsiella, Bacteroides, Proteus,
Pseudomonas and Enterococcus faecalis[1,2,31].
Infection in AAC cases tends to progress very rapidly,
and thus, the disease may result in complications

AAC is acute acalculous cholecystitis, ACC is acute calculous
colecystitis, WBC is white blood cell, CRP is C-reactive protein, ALT
is alanine aminotransferase, AST is aspartate aminotransferase

conventional cholecystectomy, 8 patients received
laparoscopic cholecystectomy and no postoperative
complications were observed. On the other hand, in
the ACC group, different treatment alternatives such
as endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
(ERCP) and percutaneous cholecystostomy were also
applied. The white blood cell (WBC), C-reactive protein
(CRP), alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) levels, age, gallbladder
distension, gallbladder wall thickness, presence of
pericholecystic fluid and hospitalization durations of the
AAC and ACC patients were compared. No significant
difference could be determined between the two groups
except for their CRP levels and pericholecystic fluid
collection (p=0.026, p=0.015, Table 3).
AAC is a rare gallbladder infection that develops without
gallstone but has a severe course. Infection in AAC
cases is more progressive in comparison to ACC cases,
and complications such as gangrene or perforations
are seen in 10 % of cases[1,28,29]. While AAC cases are
usually seen in and older the sixth decade of life and
frequently in men, ACC cases are usually seen in the
fourth and fifth decades and frequently in women[3,30].
The results of this study supported this information
published in literature (Table 3).
The onset of infection in the gallbladder and the
inflammation process are classically explained by
cholestasis developing in relation to obstruction of
the cystic duct by gallbladder stone and physiological
events that occur later. However, the cause and
development of inflammation in AAC are under debate.
For this reason intraoperative cholangiography may also
18

Fig. 2: Intraoperative cholangiography
One of the ways to diagnose calculous and acalculous
cholecystitis is intraoperative cholangiography due to
detect the gall stones located at common bile duct and
also to make sure that there is no injury to the common
bile duct after an challenging operation

Fig. 3: Computarized tomographic image of acute
cholecystitis
Distension of gall bladder due to acalculous cholecystitis
is seen in the computerized tomography with increased
wall thickness
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in the gallbladder such as gangrene, perforation
and sepsis[32,33]. If treatment is delayed, the clinical
picture becomes more severe by the emergence of
complications. After these complications, a catastrophic
clinical presentation such as sepsis and multiorgan
dysfunction develops, and it may result with death.
The reason for this is because of lack of immunity of
the patient due to underlying predisposing factors as
severe disease, and delayed diagnosis in most cases.
Underlying predisposing disease masking the clinical
presentation and laboratory findings of AC in addition
to failure to diagnose cholecystitis with ultrasound
lead to misdiagnosis of AAC. In most published series,
it is seen that the AAC patients are those that have
advanced age and deteriorated general status who are
hospitalized due to other medical problems[1,34,35]. As in
many infections, the treatment method is intravenous
antibiotics and application of cholecystectomy
for
resource
management
or
percutaneous
cholecystostomy in high-risk AAC patients. Although
some researchers have recommended preference of
cholecystostomy in AAC treatment for patients with
deteriorated general status and elderly patients[36-39],
laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the gold standard
method at many experienced centres[34,40-42]. But still,
Treinen et al. approach may be the most appropriate
approach for all the centres including experienced
and not-experienced ones[43]. According to his review,
he suggests three-prolonged approach which includes
laparoscopic cholecystectomy, open cholecystectomy
and cholecystostomy. He suggests deciding according
to patients critically ill situation, comorbidities,
conversion risk, and on to his suggestions, we add the
centres experience.
In the present study, as there was no predisposing
factor at the patients and the mean age of the patients
was younger than expected, there was no delayed
diagnosis, and the treatment was applied early which
the treatment protocol was, patients were treated with
initial intravenous antibiotics treatment and early
cholecystectomy, while no patient was treated by
percutaneous cholecystostomy or ERCP. As a result,
no complications such as gallbladder gangrene or
perforation were seen in the patients, and percutaneous
cholecystostomy was not needed.
The progression of AAC is very rapid that it may lead to
death in a short time and early intervention is important
as mentioned above. However, postoperative patient
care is also important for the AAC patients. Laurila
et al. studied the organ system dysfunction fallowing
Special Issue 5, 2020

open cholecystectomy in 24 patients[44]. They found out
that the median Sequential Organ Failure Assessment
(SOFA) score 3 d before the cholecystectomy in AAC
patients was 7.5 and increased to 10.5 on the day of
cholecystectomy postoperatively which the score
indicates the multiorgan dysfunction. The difference
between the two scores were statistically significant
(p<0.0001). The SOFA score on postoperative day
7 was decreased to 5.5. These results showed the
importance of surgical intervention of AAC but also
emphasize the importance of postoperative patient care
for AAC patients. It should be kept in mind that low
quality patient care for AAC patients may lead to death
of even if an excellent surgical intervention is applied
to patient.
The reason why no mortality and morbidity was
observed in this study might be because of the patient
group had no AAC patients with classical etiologies.
However as mentioned above, the AC patients were
candidates of multiple organ dysfunction so every
AAC patient operated for cholecystectomy should be
postoperatively fallowed up by intensive care unit with
appropriate wide spectrum antibiotherapy even if the
patient doesn’t have any classical predisposant factors
for AAC.
The most prevalent biochemical anomaly in AAC
patients in addition to increased WBC and CRP values
is the excessively high levels of ALT and AST. In this
study, there was no significant difference between the
two groups regarding these laboratory tests, only the
difference in the CRP levels was statistically significant
(p=0.026, Table 3). No significant difference between
ALT and AST levels between the 2 groups might be
a result of patients not having severe comorbidities as
usual AAC patients. The pathological values of these
enzymes are usually seen in ACC cases and as a result
of obstruction of the common bile duct with gallbladder
stone[2,45,46]. On the other hand, this study showed that
much higher CRP values than ACC patients at the stage
of diagnosis in AAC patients are more significant than
high WBC values in the diagnosis (Table 3).
With the progression of the infection and tissue damage
in the gallbladder, thickening in the gallbladder
wall, gallbladder distension (Hydrops vesicalis) and
pericholecystic fluid collection occur. As seen in Table
3, while there is difference between two groups in
terms of the gallbladder wall thickness, distension and
pericholecystic fluid collection, the pericholecystic fluid
collection was statistically significant (p=0.015). In a
low number of suspicious cases that cannot be diagnosed
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by ultrasonography, cholescintigraphy with a HIDACCK combination and computerized tomography may
help the diagnosis[47] (fig. 3). However, it should not
be forgotten that ultrasonography is the gold standard
for diagnosis of AC. For this reason, clinicians should
keep the diagnosis of AAC in mind for the patients with
pericholecystic fluid collection who are aged 60 y or
above and has no predisposing comorbidities for AAC.
As discussed above, the most important predisposing
factors for AAC are cardiovascular surgery, abdominal
surgery, severe trauma, severe burns, long-term
hunger, long-term TPN application or sepsis however
hypertension and controlled diabetes mellitus (DM)
is not assumed as predisposing factor for AAC
cases[1-11,48]. However, in this study it was found out that
the only probable predisposing factor for AAC cases
may not be the ones listed above but also hypertension
and controlled DM may be considered as predisposing
factors for AAC as them also being chronic disease.
One of the rare studies that supported these
recommendation for accepting HT and controlled DM
as predisposant factor for AAC is by Croley[49]. The
author studied 126 gangrenous cholecystitis patients
and found out 5 AAC patients with non-perforated ileus
patients. The evaluation of the patients resulted with
2 AAC patients representing as gangrenous
cholecystitis. Interestingly, he found out that 5 patients
had HT and DM comorbidities in common. Although at
the conclusion part of his study, he emphasized more on
the relation between ileus and gangrenous cholecystitis,
the two patients having HT and DM as and representing
as AAC patients may be a lately noticed result of his
study. He also concludes the importance of early
operation.
Valdivia-Gomez et al. also drew the attention of
clinicians to evaluate HT and DM as predisposant
factors for AAC especially for non-hospitalized
patients[50]. In their article, they studied 810 out-patients
and found 27 AAC patients with mean age of 37 y which
is significantly younger than our results. He found
out that 12 (44 %) of the AAC patients were related
with HT and DM. They concluded the importance of
keeping in mind that AAC is not always related with
critically ill patients and elder patients which endorses
our study’s results. They also suggested immediate
cholecystectomy for AAC patients.
As conclusion, in all patients with cholecystitis
symptoms, laboratory and radiologic findings and
increased infection markers such as WBC and CRP,
20

although gallstone cannot be imaged in ultrasonography,
medical treatment for acute cholecystitis should be
started without delay, and the diagnosis should be
clarified by advanced radiological and biochemical
examinations in a short time. Especially in patients in
whom in and older than sixth decade, pericholecystic
fluid is detected, the CRP levels are higher than
expected, and gallstone is not detected, the diagnosis
of AAC should be definitely considered, and early
cholecystectomy should be planned for a better course
of the prognosis. Even if there are no predisposing
factors for AAC in these patients, AAC should not be
excluded, and additionally, it should be kept in mind
that even if there is no classical literature information,
uncontrolled diabetes and hypertension may also be
etiological factors.
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